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Functors from the category of connected smooth manifolds to itself which preserve products 
and embeddings are classified, along with natural transformations between them. Such functors 
that are also natural bundles can be thought of as ways of defining infinitesimal neighborhoods 
for points in all smooth manifolds. 
It has become commonplace to think of fibers in any fiber bundle over a manifold 
M as representing in some sense infinitesimal neighborhoods of points of M. How- 
ever, in trying to define neighborhoods simultaneously for all manifolds in a natural 
way, it seems reasonable to assume that they behave well with respect o taking pro- 
ducts. This leads to the concept of product-preserving atural bundle (PPNB). 
Natural bundles on various categories of manifolds have been investigated exten- 
sively, for example in [4], [6], and [7]. Here, 'natural bundle' will mean a functor, 
F, on the category of Coo manifolds and Coo maps such that for a manifold M, 
F(M) is a fiber bundle over M; for a map f ,  F ( f )  is a bundle map covering f ;  and 
such that F is local in the sense that whenever f=  g in a neighborhood of a point 
p, then F( f )  -- F(g) on the fiber over p. To say that F is product-preserving means 
that F(M× N) is naturally equivalent to F(M)x F(N). 
In [2], the k-jet functors (.)~ are defined and shown to be PPNB's. For a C °o 
manifold M, M~ = {k-jets at 0 of C °* maps IRn~M}, and for Co* maps f :M~N,  
g: ff~"~M, f~(j,(g)o)=jk(fog)o, where jk(-)0 indicates the k-jet of a map at O. 
In fact, M~ is just the tangent space of M, with a tangent vector given as a 
derivative of a curve in M. The fiber of M~ over a point p can be thought of as 
an infinitesimal neighborhood of p, containing information about first derivatives 
at p of functions defined on M. Similarly, the fiber of Mff over p contains informa- 
tion about partial derivatives at p, in up to n variables, of order k or less. 
We will completely classify PPNB's  in which the fibers are connected, and will 
show that each is, in a natural sense, a quotient of some (.)~, forgetting informa- 
tion about some of the derivatives. 
In fact, we will define and classify 'product-preserving functors', as defined 
below. We replace the localness condition for natural bundles with the assumption 
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that the functor takes an embedding to a one-to-one map. For natural bundles, this 
is equivalent to localness. 
Notations and Terminology. In the following, unless otherwise noted, M and N are 
C = manifolds (paracompact and non-empty). If jr/: Mien  i, i = 1, 2, then fl xf2 is 
the product map All xM2-'NI xN2. If M1 =ME, then (fl,f2) is the obvious map 
Ml "-'N1 ×N2. C=(M) is the ring of C = functions from M to ~. 
An IR-algebra will always mean a commutative, associative ring A with unit, 
equipped with a unitary ring homomorphism ~--*A. If A and B are JR-algebras, 
Hom(A, B) will denote the JR-algebra homomorphisms from A to B. 
A functor F (between categories with products) is called product-preserving if 
whenever zti:Xl × X2 ~Xi, i = 1, 2, are the projection maps, 
(F(/rl), F(/t2)) : F(X l ×X2)~ F(X1) ×F(X 2) 
is an isomorphism. (F(~zl),F(zr2)) will be treated as an identification. Under this 
identification, F(rti) is itself the projection on the ith factor, and if fl,f2 are mor- 
phisms, F ( f  l ×f2)- -F( f l )xF(f2)-  An equivalent definition of 'product preserving' 
is that F(Xx Y) is naturally equivalent to F(X)x F(Y). 
Definition. A PPF is a functor F from the category of connected C ~ manifolds 
and C ~ maps to itself which is product-preserving in the above sense and such that 
for any embedding f:M--)N, F(f) is one-to-one. 
Remarks. It would be sufficient to assume that F takes its values in topological 
manifolds and continuous maps. We will not use smoothness of F(M) in the classi- 
fication, although we need the fact that a Euclidean topological group is a Lie 
group. It will follow from the classification that every PPF nevertheless has a C ~ 
structure. 
The connectedness of F(M) follows from the connectedness of F(~), which is the 
only case we will use. In fact, it would even be sufficient o assume only that F(~) 
has at most countably many components ( ince a topological [R-algebra with count- 
ably many components i connected). 
The fact that F is defined only on connected manifolds is not essential to the 
classification. It will be clear that every PPF has an extension to the category of all 
C ~° manifolds. If the PPF happens to be a natural bundle, this extension is unique 
because of the localness property of natural bundles. It is not unique for other 
PPF's.  (See the discussion at the end of the paper.) 
Suppose {x} is a manifold with a single point. Then so is F({x}). For, if 
~z : {x} × {x} ~ {x} is the projection, then F(Tt):F({x})×F({x})-~F({x}) is also a 
projection and is, like 7t, a homeomorphism. This allows us to define a function 
: ~F(~) .  
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Definition. If F is a PPF, we define the cannonicalfunction tp:R ~F(~)  as follows: 
For te  R, let ct:{x} ~ ~ be the map ct(x)=t. Define tp(t) to be the image of the 
map F(ct). 
Proposition 1. Let F be a PPF. Let + and • be addition and multiplication in 
~, considered as maps ~,x ff~--, R. Then F( + ) and F ( ,  ) make F(R) into a ring 
which is either trivial (the zero ring) or is an R-algebra, with the cannonical map 
~p : ~--,F(R) defining the R-algebra structure. 
Proof. Since the relevant properties can be expressed by diagrams, it is easy to check 
that F(R) is a commutative, associative ring with additive identity tp(0) and multi- 
plicative identity ~p(1). Also, tp is a homomorphism since ~o(s+t)=F(ct+s)(. )-- 
F(+ o(c,, Cs))(" ) =F(+)(tp(t), tp(s)) = ~p(t) + ~o(s), and similarly for multiplication. 
If ~p(0)= q~(1), then the additive and multiplicative identities of F(R) are equal, 
and F(R) is trivial. Otherwise, tp must be injective and F(R) is an R-algebra. [] 
Suppose F(~) is trivial. If M is any manifold and f :  M--, R n is an embedding, 
then the fact that F( f )  :F(M)---, F(R) x--. x F(II~) is one-to-one shows that F(M) also 
consists of a single point. We say that Fis trivial. From now on, Fwill be some fixed 
non-trivial PPF. 
Proposition 2. The canonical map tp : R--,F(~) is continuous. 
Proof. Consider F(R) as a Lie group under addition, and let exp : Rn~F(ll~) be the 
exponential map, where we have identified the Lie algebra of F(R) with II~ n. Since 
F(R) is connected and abelian, there is an X such that exp(X) -- ~o (1). Let g : IR--, F(It~) 
be the continuous map ~,(t)= exp(tX). Since ¢/is additive, it follows that ~,(q)-- 
~(q) for q e ©. I claim that in fact, ~p = g/. 
Let re  R. Choose qie ©, i= 1, 2, ... and a C ~ function f :  R~ IR such that f (1 / i )= 
qi and f (0)= r. (One way to ensure that this can be done is to choose qi so that 
Iqi-rl <e -/2. Then all derivatives of f at 0 will be 0.) 
Now, F( f )  and ~ are continous, so l imF(f)(g/(1/i))=F(f)(g/(0)). Since ¢/(q)= 
q~(q) for qelR, this is the same as limF(f)(q~(1/i))=F(f)(q~(O)). Now, tp(t)= 
F(ct)(. ), as in the definition of tp, and it follows that F(f)(~p(t))= ~p(f(0)). Thus, 
lim ¢(f ( l / i ) )  = ta(f(0)), or lim ~(qi) = ~(r). Finally, since ~(qi) = ~(qi), we get 
~(r) = lim 91(q i )  = ~o(r). [] 
Definition. Let aeF(M).  We define an IR-algebra homomorphism h a : C°*(M) ~ 
F(IR) by ha(f)=F(f)(a).  It is easy to check that h a is in fact a homomorphism. 
If aeF(M)  and f :M~N,  a computation shows that hFoqta)=haof*, where 
f*:C°O(N)-,C~*(M) is the map f * (g )=gof .  
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Proposition 3. F(IR) is a finite-dimensional ~-algebra with its usual vector space 
topology. Furthermore, all quotient fields of  F(R) are equal to ~.. Thus, F(~) is a 
product of  local, finite-dimensional JR-algebras with quotient field JR. 
Proof. Proposition 2 implies that the action of IR on F(/I~) is continuous. So, the ex- 
ponential map for F(~), which is additive and so preserves the action of ©, also pre- 
serves the action of ~, and thus is a vector space isomorphism. This proves the first 
statement. 
Any quotient field of F([R) must be R or C. Suppose h :F([R)~ C is a surjective 
homomorphism. Let aeF(~)  be such that h(a)=i. Then hoha: C'~([R)~C is also 
surjective, since ha(idR) = a. But this is impossible since then h o ha(id~ z + 1) = 0, and 
id 2 + 1 is a unit in C~([R). For the last statement, see [1, p. 90]. [] 
Notation. Write F(IR)=A 1 × - . -  ×Am,  where each A i is local. Let mi be the maximal 
ideal of Ai. Let o i : A l x " "  x Am ~ ~ be the map tr i(al,..., am) = ai mod mi. 
Lemma. I f  m is a maximal ideal of  C~(M) with C~(M)/m = ~, then there is an 
xeM such that m=mx= {f  eC°~(M)lf(x)=O}. 
Proof (adapted from [5]). Construct g :M-~ ~ so that g-l(t) is compact for each 
te  ~. Let h : C°~(M)~ be the quotient map and let r=h(g). Then h(g-r )=O and 
(g - r ) - l (0 )  is compact. It follows by a standard argument hat m =rex for some 
x ~ (g -  r)- 1(0). [] 
Proposition 4. Let h e Hom(C°°(M),F(~)). Then for each i= 1, ..., m, the kernal of 
trioh is of  the form mxi= {fec (g)[f(xi)=O} for  some xieM. Furthermore, 
there is an integer k, depending only on F(~), such that for fe  C°*(M), h(f) 
depends only on the k-jets o f f  at xl,..., Xm. 
Proof. The first statement follows from the lemma. For the second, choose k so that 
m~ = 0 for i = 1, ..., m. (For the existence of such a k, see [1, p. 90].) [] 
Proposition 5. The map a~ h a from F(M) to Hom(C°*(M),F(~)) is a bijection. 
Proof. First, suppose M= ff~n. Let YLi : ~n . . .¢  [R be the ith projection. For aeF(IRn), 
we can write a=(al,...,an), where ai~F(~). Let a, beF(~n).  If ha=hb, then 
ha(ni)=hbOti), i=l , . . . ,n ,  so a=b. Now, suppose h~Hom(C~*(~n),F(~)). Let
a i = h( r t i )  and a = (a l,..., an). Then h = ha: In fact h (Tti)= ha(rt i) = a i and so h and ha 
agree on any polynomial function. Since a polynomial can be found with any speci- 
fied k-jets at finitely many points, the claim follows from Proposition 4. This proves 
the proposition in the case M= ~n. 
Now, let M be any connected manifold. There is an embedding i :M~ ff~n for 
some n. Using the first part of the proof and the fact that i is, by the definition of 
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pPF, one-to-one, we verify that a,-. h a is one-to-one. (Note that even if we were 
not assuming M to be connected, this map would still be one-to-one. The same 
proof works if M has only finitely many components, but for any given homo- 
morphism C°°(M)--'F(R), only finitely many components are involved.) 
Finally, to show the map is onto, let h ~ Hom(C°°(M),F(R)). Let xi, i= 1, ..., m, 
be as in the proof of Proposition 4. Let f :  ~N--,M, where N= dim(M), be an open 
embedding whose image contains Xl, ...,Xm. Choose g:M~ R N such that fog  is 
the identity on an open set containing all the x i. Then h o ( fog)*= h. By the first 
part of the proof, hog* = h a for some a eF(RN). But then, h = hog* of* = haof* = 
hF(f)(a ). [] 
Recall that F(R' )=F(R)× ... ×F(/R) is a vector space with its usual topology. 
The above proof shows that if f :  IW'--,M is a coordinate chart on M, then F ( f )  is 
a coordinate chart on F(M). Since F(M) is covered by such charts, they determine 
its C ~ structure. 
Furthermore, if A is any finite-dimensional R-algebra, all of whose quotient fields 
are ~, we can define a PPF F A by 
FA(M)=Hom(C~*(M),A), F(f)(h)=ho f*.  
The C °~ structure on F A (M) can be defined using charts of the kind discussed 
above. Note that F A (R) is isomorphic to A. In fact, Proposition 5 allows us to 
identify F with FF(~). 
The correspondences F~. F(R) and A ~ F A between PPF's and R-algebras with 
the given properties actually give a natural equivalence of categories, once we dis- 
cuss the appropriate morphisms between PPF's. 
If F and G are PPF's, a natural transformation T from F to G is a collection of 
maps T(M) :F (M)~ G(M) such that all diagrams 
T(M) 
F(M) , G(M) 
T(N) 
F(N) , G(N) 
commute. (It turns out that the maps T(M) are automatically smooth.) It is easy 
to check that T(M × N) = T(M) x T(N) and, using this, that T(R) is an R-algebra 
homomorphism from F(R) to G(R). 
Furthermore, if s: F(R) ~ G(R) is any R-algebra homomorphism, s extends to a 
natural transformation S from F to G by S(M)(h)=soh, for h eF(M), which we 
have here identified with Hom(C~*(M), F(R)). This extension is unique: The defini- 
tion for R forces that for R", and hence for any embedded subset of R" - that is, 
for all M. S(R n) is Ca* since it is linear. The fact that S(M) is C** can be checked 
using the charts on F(M) and G(M) defined above. 
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Now, suppose F(IR) is local, with maximal ideal m. Then F is a natural bundle: 
the projection rt" F(M)--,M can be described as the natural transformation from F 
to the identity PPF corresponding to the homomorphism tr : F(IR)--, IR. Alternative. 
ly, rt(h) = x, where mx= ker(tr o h). If f, g :M~ N and f= g on a neighborhood of x, 
then F( f )  =F(g) on rt-1(x) by Proposition 4, so F is local. Thus, F is a PPNB. 
In the general case, F(~) is a product A1 x . - -×Z m of local algebras. There 
are PPNB's FA, with FA i (~)=Z i. It is clear from the above that F is a product 
FA, X... X FA,,, in the obvious sense. It is also clear that if m > 1, then F is not a 
PPNB. 
We can sum up all our results in the following classification theorem. 
Theorem. There is a one-to-one correspondence, up to equivalence, between PPF's 
and finite-dimensional ~,-algebras all o f  whose quotient fields are ff~, given by 
F~. F(~). I f  F and G are PPF's, then there is a one-to-one correspondence b tween 
natural transformations from F to G and Hom(F(IR), G(IR)), given by T~. T(ff~). In 
this equivalence, PPNB's correspond exactly to local algebras. Every PPF is a pro- 
duct of PPNB's. [] 
Applications and discussion 
(1) The algebra corresponding to the functor (-)~ is IR[x~, ... ,xn]/(xl, ... ,xn) k+l. 
Since any local, finite-dimensional B-algebra with quotient field IR is a quotient of 
such an algebra, we see that every PPNB is a quotient of (-)~ for some n, k. Thus, 
every PPNB is a 'jet functor'. 
(2) Let F and G be PPF's. Then Fo G is also a PPF. Some calculations involving 
a choice of basis show that F(G(IR)) is isomorphic as an R-algebra to F([R)® G(~). 
Thus, in particular, by the classification theorem, Fo G is naturally equivalent to 
G oF. For example, if Tis the tangent bundle, then F(T(M)) = T(F(M)). This in turn 
implies that if H is a Lie group with Lie algebra b and exponential map exp, then 
F(H) is a Lie group with Lie algebra F(b) and exponential map F(exp). Further- 
more, F takes representations of H to representations of F(H). In [3], I study such 
representations in the case F= (-)~, which arises, as explained in [2], in the study 
of gauge theories. 
(3) Let F be a PPF with F (~")=AI  ×---Xhm, where A i is local. One can 
associate with Ai an 'infinitesimal manifold' Di with C~(Di)=Ai,  and identify 
Hom(C~*(M),Ai) with 'maps' from Di to M. Letting D be the disjoint union of 
Dl,..., Din, we can then identify F(M) with M °, maps from D to M. The classifi- 
cation theorem then says that all PPF's are of this form, and furthermore that if 
D and E are two such infinitesimal manifolds, then natural transformations from 
the PPF ( - )o to the PPF (.)tr correspond to maps from E to D. 
(4) Finally, we return to a discussion of PPF's on arbitrary, rather than just con- 
nected, manifolds. We can give a complete classification in this case as well. If F 
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is any PPF (on connected manifolds), we can extend F to arbitrary manifolds in the 
obvious way: F(M)=Hom(C°~(M),F(R)). However, this extension is not unique, 
unless F is a PPNB. For example, consider the PPF Pm(M)=M×"" ×M (m 
times). If for an arbitrary manifold M, we define pC(M) to be the disjoint union 
of {Pm (N) [ N is a connected component of M}, then P,~ is a PPF which is an alter- 
nate extension of Pm to arbitrary manifolds. Returning to the PPF F, extended 
canonically to arbitrary manifolds, we have the projection n:F(M)~Pm(M),  
where m is the number of local factors of F(~). Let FC(M)= n-l(pCm(M)). Then F c 
is another PPF which extends the original F. 
I claim that any PPF on arbitrary manifolds is a product F~ × .--×F~ for 
some PPF's F1, ... ,F  k on connected manifolds. Let G be a PPF on arbitrary 
manifolds. Suppose G(R)=AI×. . .×Am,  where A i is local. Define F (M)= 
Hom(C°~(M), G(~)), and let lr:F(M)--,Pm(M ) be the projection, as above. As re- 
marked in the proof of Proposition 5, that proof shows that the map G(M)~F(M) 
taking a to ha is an injection. So the claim that G is of the stated form can be 
translated into the claim that the set { 1, 2, ..., m} can be divided into equivalence 
classes I1,...,I k such that G(M)=n- l (U  {N1 ×... ×N m [NI , . . . ,N m are  connected 
components of M and for r= 1, ..., k, s, te l  r implies Ns = Nt } ). (Each equivalence 
class Ir gives an Fr, namely the PPF corresponding to the product of the A s for 
seIr.) 
To discover the equivalence classes, consider G(X), where X= { 1, ..., m}, con- 
sidered as a discrete manifold. Now G(X)c_F(X)=X". Choose (il, ..., in)e G(X) 
with the maximum number of distinct members. The equivalence classes Ir will 
then be the non-empty sets of the form {s I is= n}, for n = 1, 2, ..., m. We assume 
there are k such classes. 
Now, let D be a discrete manifold. In this case, our claim becomes that 
G(D) ={(dl,. . . ,  dm) e D m [ for r = 1,..., m, s, t ~ Ir implies ds = art }. Suppose not. 
That is, there exist r,s, t such that s, te l r  and ds=#dt. This means that among the 
pairs (il,dl),...,(im, dm) ' there are at least k+ 1 distinct pairs. If f :X×D- -*X  is 
any function that maps these k+l  pairs onto the integers 1 ,2 , . . . , k+ l ,  then 
G(f)((il,..., ira), (dl, ..., arm)), which is just equal to (f(il, dl),..., f(ira, dra)), has at 
least k+ 1 distinct members, contradicting the maximality of k. This proves the 
claim for D. And it follows immediately that G(E"xD)=G(~n)xG(D)= 
F(E") × G(D) is also of the proper form, since the components of IP" ×D just cor- 
respond to the points of D. 
Turning to the general case, let M be any manifold. Let D be a discrete manifold 
with one point for each component of M, and let f :  M--,D be the obvious map. If 
a e G(M), G(f)(a) just classifies the component of Pm over  which a lies, and it 
follows that this component must be of the right form. Next, suppose that 
xl,..., Xm are points of M such that for r -  1,..., k, s, t e Ir implies xs, xt are in the 
same component, say C~, of M. We will be done if we show that G(M) includes the 
fiber 7t-I(Xl, ...,Xm)CF(M). Let N= II~nx {1, ...,k}, where n is the maximum of 
the dimensions of C~,...,Ck. We can choose Yl , . . . ,YmeN and a map g:N~M 
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such that g(Yi)=Xi and g is a submersion on neighborhoods of the Yi. We then 
know from the exact description of F that F(g)(rt-l(yl, ... ,ym)) = rt-l(Xl, ...,Xm). 
We also know from the above that G(N) includes rt-l(yl, ..., Ym)- So we are done. 
With regard to remark (3) above, we can still consider G(M) to consist of the 
maps on some sort of infinitesimal maniold, in the following sense. As before, let 
Di be the 'manifold' with coordinate ring Ai. The Di are to be divided into classes 
{D i liEIr}, r= 1, . . . ,k. D is just the union of all Di, with the provision that any 
map from D to a manifold M must take all the D i in any equivalence class to the 
same component of M. Then G(M) = M °. What makes this more interesting is that 
we can still say that natural transformations between PPF's on arbitrary manifolds 
correspond to maps between the associated infinitesimal manifolds, where these 
maps are required to respect he equivalence classes. 
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